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1. Executive summary 
1.1 Background 

This document constitutes the annual report of regulatory compliance by Digital Radio 
Broadcasting Darwin Pty Ltd, which is the digital radio multiplex transmission licensee in 
Darwin (DRB Darwin).1 This report is given under section 118PN of the 
Radiocommunications Act 1992 (Cth) (Radiocommunications Act) for the 2022-2023 
financial year. 

On 13 March 2019, the Australian Competition & Consumer Commission (ACCC) accepted 
an access undertaking provided by DRB Darwin pursuant to section 118NF(2) of the 
Radiocommunications Act (the access undertaking). Subsequently, the Australian 
Communications and Media Authority declared a digital radio start-up day of 7 May 2019 
for the Darwin BSA radio area. 

Section 118PN of the Radiocommunications Act provides that, if an access undertaking is in 
force during the whole or part of a financial year, DRB Darwin must submit annual reports 
to the ACCC within 60 days of the end of the financial year, on the following: 

▪ matters specified in the Digital Radio Multiplex Transmitter Licence Procedural 

Rules 2018 made by the ACCC under section 118PO of the Radiocommunications 

Act (Procedural Rules); and  

▪ matters that relate to: 

− compliance during that financial year with the access undertaking; 

− compliance during that financial year with the standard access obligations 

(if any) applicable to the licence; 

− compliance during that financial year with the excess‑capacity access 

obligations (if any) applicable to the licence; 

− compliance during that financial year with the distributed‑capacity access 

obligations (if any) applicable to the licence; or 

− compliance during that financial year with the obligations that are 

applicable to the licence under section 118NP. 

The Procedural Rules require DRB Darwin to cover the following matters within an annual 
report: 

▪ compliance during that financial year with the access undertaking; 

▪ compliance during that financial year with standard access obligations (if any) 

applicable to the licence; 

 
1 DRB Darwin is the holder of a Foundation Category 1 Digital Radio Multiplex Transmitter Licence 
Number 10503674/1. 
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▪ compliance during that financial year with excess-capacity access obligations (if 

any) applicable to the licence; 

▪ compliance during that financial year with obligations that are applicable to the 

licence under section 118NP of the Radiocommunications Act (i.e. DRB Darwin’s 

non-discrimination obligation); 

▪ any non-compliance (including reasons) with the above; 

▪ steps taken to rectify non-compliance; 

▪ expected completion dates for matters requiring rectification; 

▪ changes to the membership of DRB Darwin that have occurred during the financial 

year; and 

▪ any authorisation of third party users. 

This annual report covers the above matters in relation to the 2022-2023 financial year.  

1.2 Overview of findings 

The 2022-2023 financial year was the fifth year – and fourth complete year - in which DRB 
Darwin supplied multiplex transmission services to access seekers pursuant to an access 
undertaking.  

Based on our review, DRB Darwin has been compliant with the legislative requirements of 
the Radiocommunications Act and the terms of the access undertaking and access 
agreement for the 2022-2023 financial year.  

DRB Darwin has supplied the multiplex transmission service to all content service providers 
in accordance with their legislative and regulatory obligations.  

1.3 Confidentiality 

There are aspects of this annual report that are confidential to DRB Darwin and which are 
identified in this document as [C-I-C]. It is requested that aspects of this report that are 
identified as confidential not be disclosed to the public in accordance with section 13 of the 
Procedural Rules. 

DRB Darwin does not object to the disclosure of this annual report in its entirety to the 
Australian Communications and Media Authority in accordance with section 16(1)(f) of the 
Procedural Rules. 

2. Compliance with digital radio access 
undertaking 

2.1 Overview 

This section sets out whether DRB Darwin is compliant with key aspects of the access 
undertakings, including the access agreement that forms part of the access undertakings 
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and which sets out the terms on which DRB Darwin supplies the multiplex transmission 
service to access seekers.  

This annual report does not cover all aspects of the access undertaking and access 
agreement given there are many aspects of these documents that are non-substantive, or 
which were not operative or relied upon during the 2022-2023 financial year. 

The areas of the access undertaking and access agreement covered in this section include: 

▪ the supply obligations of DRB Darwin in respect of the multiplex transmission 

service under clause 7 of the access agreement; 

▪ the obligations of DRB Darwin in respect of financial security under clause 12 of the 

access agreement; and 

▪ the compliance by DRB Darwin with the pricing principles in Schedule 2 of the 

access agreement, including: 

− the efficient cost principle for the inclusion of capital expenditure, 

operating expenditure and overheads into the cost base of DRB Darwin 

under clause 3 of Schedule 2 of the access agreement (see section 2.4); 

− the determination of the weighted average cost of capital under clause 3.4 

of Schedule 2 of the access agreement (see section 2.5); and 

− the criteria for the calculation of access fees under clause 4 of Schedule 2 

of the access agreement (see section 2.6). 

This section does not explicitly consider the issue of compliance with the standard access 
obligations and excess capacity access obligations, which are covered in sections 3 and 4 
below respectively. 

2.2 Supply obligations 

Clause 7 of the access agreement: 

▪ prohibits DRB Darwin from preventing an access seeker from obtaining access to 

the multiplex transmission service in accordance with the access agreement; 

▪ prohibits DRB Darwin from discriminating between access seekers to which it 

supplies the multiplex transmission service in relation to technical and operational 

quality of the service itself, and the technical and operational quality and timing of 

the fault detection, handling and rectification supplied in respect of the service – 

this requirement implements the non-discrimination requirement in section 118NP 

of the Radiocommunications Act; and 

▪ requires that DRB Darwin make the standard access entitlements and excess-

capacity access entitlements available to content service providers. 

DRB Darwin is not aware of any non-compliance with clause 7 of the access agreement in 
the 2022-2023 financial year. DRB Darwin: 
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community broadcasters that are nominated by the digital community radio broadcasting 
representative company (Representative Company) to claim the standard access 
entitlement.3 

During the 2019-2020 financial year, DRB Darwin made available standard access 
entitlements to all digital community broadcasters that have been nominated by the 
Representative Company as being eligible to acquire multiplex capacity in each of the 
respective designated BSA radio areas.  

DRB Darwin met this requirement by allocating standard access entitlements to digital 
community broadcasters in the 2022-2023 financial year pursuant to the requirements of 
the Radiocommunications Act. DRB Darwin expects to put in place arrangements between 
DRB Darwin, the CBAA and digital community radio broadcasters whereby the CBAA will 
operate as the single interface representing all digital community radio broadcasters taking 
supply of multiplex capacity in the respective BSA radio areas.  

The capacity allocations are summarised in Attachment A. 

DRB Darwin is not aware of any non-compliance with their standard access obligations for 
the 2022-2023 financial year. 

4. Compliance with excess-capacity 
access obligations 

Section 118NM of the Radiocommunications Act imposes excess-capacity access 
obligations on DRB Darwin, which in turn require DRB Darwin to supply multiplex capacity 
to those content service providers that hold excess-capacity access entitlements acquired 
in accordance with section 118NT of the Radiocommunications Act.  

DRB Darwin made excess-capacity access entitlements available to incumbent commercial 
broadcasters during the 2019-2020 financial year. These allocations were made in 
accordance with the requirements of the Radiocommunications Act and remained in place 
during the 2022-2023 financial year. The allocations are summarised in Attachment A. 

DRB Darwin made available excess-capacity access entitlements to all content service 
providers that are eligible to acquire the associated multiplex capacity in the Darwin BSA 
radio area.  

5. Compliance with non-discrimination 
obligation 

Section 118NP of the Radiocommunications Act prohibits discrimination by DRB Darwin 
between content service providers that have access to multiplex capacity in relation to the 
following: 

 
3 Radiocommunications Act, section 118NR(2). This is explicitly acknowledged in clause 4.4(b) of 
access agreement. 
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▪ the technical and operational quality of the services supplied to the content service 

providers; and 

▪ the technical and operational quality and timing of the fault detection, handling 

and rectification supplied to the content service providers. 

This obligation is also reflected in clause 7.3 of the access agreement. 

DRB Darwin is not aware of any non-compliance with their non-discrimination 
requirements.  

DRB Darwin has supplied the multiplex transmission service on an identical basis to all 
access seekers from a technical and operational quality perspective, including in respect of 
fault detection, handling and rectification. 

This covers the supply of both standard access entitlements and excess-capacity access 
entitlements. 

6. Changes to membership 
There were no changes to the membership structure of DRB Darwin during the 2022-2023 
financial year. At all times during the 2022-2023 financial year, Northern Territory 
Broadcasters Pty Ltd was the sole shareholder of DRB Darwin.4 

7. Authorisation of third-party users 
Section 114(1) of the Radiocommunications Act provides that DRB Darwin may, by written 
instrument, authorise a third party to operate radiocommunications devices under the 
licence. 

During the 2022-2023 financial year, DRB Darwin has not authorised any third parties to 
operate radiocommunications devices under this section. 

 

 
4 DRB Darwin has 9,000 issued shares, all of which are held by Northern Territory Broadcasters Pty 
Ltd.  





 

 

 

 




